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Estimating the characteristic correlation length of tissue microstructure from the backscattered
power spectrum could improve the diagnostic capability of medical ultrasound. Previously, size
estimates were obtained after compensating for source focusing, the frequency-dependent
attenuation along the propagation path �total attenuation�, and the frequency-dependent attenuation
in the scattering region �local attenuation�. In this study, the impact of approximations of the local
attenuation on the scatterer size estimate was determined using computer simulations and theoretical
analysis. The simulations used Gaussian impedance distributions with an effective radius of 25 �m
randomly positioned in a homogeneous half-space sonified by a spherically focused source �f /1 to
f /4�. The approximations of the local attenuation that were assessed neglected local attenuation �i.e.,
assume 0 dB/cm-MHz� neglected frequency dependence of the local attenuation, and assumed a
finite frequency dependence �i.e., 0.5 dB/cm-MHz� independent of the true attenuation of the
medium. Errors in the scatterer size estimate due to the local attenuation approximations increased
with increasing window length, increasing true local attenuation and increasing f number. The most
robust estimates were obtained when the local attenuation was approximated by a
tissue-independent attenuation value that was greater than 70% of the largest attenuation expected
in the tissue region of interest. © 2006 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.2208456�
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

aeff � effective radius, or correlation length, of
scatterer

Acomp � generalized attenuation-compensation func-
tion including focusing effects along the
beam axis

aeff j � estimated effective radius of scatterer found
from one set �i.e., 25 averaged rf echoes� of
simulated backscatter waveforms

āeff � mean value of estimated effective radius
from all sets of backscattered waveforms
�i.e., āeff=�"jaeff j /�"j j�

ASD � average squared difference term minimized
when solving for aeff

E� � � expected value with respect to scattering
random process

f � frequency
F��� ,aeff� � form factor related to the scatterer geometry

and effective radius
gwin � windowing function used to gate the time

domain waveforms
k � wave number in tissue

a�
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L � equivalent length �in mm� of the windowing
function used to gate the time domain
waveforms

Vplane � backscattered voltage spectrum from rigid
plane placed at the focal plane

wz � equivalent Gaussian depth of focus of veloc-
ity potential field in focal region

Vscat � backscattered voltage spectrum from tissue
containing scatterers

X , X̄ � terms used in minimization scheme when
solving for aeff

zT � distance from aperture plane to focal plane
of ultrasound source

�high � largest value of tissue attenuation expected

�loc � frequency-dependent local attenuation in the
scattering region of interest

�low � smallest value of tissue attenuation expected
�ref � frequency-dependent attenuation value se-

lected for the local attenuation that is inde-
pendent of the true value of �loc

�tot � frequency-dependent total attenuation along
the propagation path for all tissue between
focal plane and aperture plane

��loc � error between true �loc value of the tissue
and assumed �loc value used in Acomp due to
approximations in the value of �loc
© 2006 Acoustical Society of America20�1�/546/8/$22.50



�alower
� percent deviation in values of scatterer ef-

fective radius for sizes smaller than the
mean size �i.e., aeff j � āeff�

�aupper
� percent deviation in values of scatterer ef-

fective radius for sizes larger than the mean
size �i.e., aeff j 	 āeff�

� � radian frequency

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantifying the underlying tissue structure using the in-
formation contained in the frequency spectrum of backscat-
tered ultrasound echoes has been extensively studied �Chiv-
ers and Hill, 1975; Hall et al., 1996; Insana et al., 1990;
Lizzi et al., 1983; Nassiri and Hill, 1986; Oelze et al., 2004�.
Typically, the spectra of the backscattered echoes are com-
pared to a reference spectrum in order to estimate the char-
acteristic correlation length �scatterer size� of the scatterers
in the tissue while assuming a form factor that describes the
correlation function. Once the correlation length has been
determined, other parameters such as acoustic concentration
�i.e., scatterer number density times their relative impedance
change squared� can be estimated. Before the scatterer size
can be determined, the backscattered spectra need to be com-
pensated for frequency-dependent attenuation along the
propagation path �total attenuation�, frequency-dependent at-
tenuation in the scattering region of interest �local attenua-
tion�, and focusing �Bigelow and O’Brien, 2004b�.

Earlier publications �Bigelow and O’Brien, 2004a, b�
demonstrated that the impact of attenuation and focusing can
be compensated if the values of attenuation and effective
Gaussian depth of focus are known. Although it may be pos-
sible to measure the effective Gaussian depth of focus for a
source a priori, the attenuation varies drastically between
patients even for the same tissue type. For example, many
different attenuation coefficients for fat taken at different fre-
quencies have been reported �Goss et al., 1978�. In particu-
lar, one study �Dussik and Fritch, 1956� gives attenuation
values of 0.6±0.2 dB/cm at 1 MHz and 2.3±0.7 dB/cm at
5 MHz. Hence, for a change in frequency of 4 MHz, the
change in attenuation varied from 0.8 to 2.6 dB/cm �i.e.,
�2.3–0.7� dB/cm minus �0.6+0.2� and �2.3+0.7� dB/cm
minus �0.6–0.2� dB/cm�, yielding attenuation slopes be-
tween 0.2 and 0.65 dB/cm-MHz. For this reason, an algo-
rithm termed the Spectral Fit algorithm that estimated scat-
terer size and total attenuation simultaneously from the
backscattered spectrum was developed �Bigelow et al.,
2005�. The algorithm initially assumed weakly focused
sources and utilized small window lengths to gate the time-
domain echoes in order to reduce the importance of local
attenuation and focusing. As a result, neither local attenua-
tion nor focusing were included in the algorithm.

Before expanding the Spectral Fit algorithm to include
focusing and local attenuation, the effect of different meth-
ods for correcting for these parameters when estimating the
scatterer size needs to be determined. The impact of different
corrections for focusing when the attenuation is known has
already been quantified �Bigelow and O’Brien, 2004a, b�. In

this paper, the impact of different approximations of local
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attenuation on the scatterer size estimate is quantified using
computer simulations and theoretical derivations. In the
simulations, the total attenuation and effective Gaussian
depth of focus are known, and three different approximations
are used for the local attenuation value. First, local attenua-
tion was completely neglected by assuming the local attenu-
ation was zero when solving for the scatterer size. Second,
the frequency dependence of the attenuation was neglected
by assuming the local attenuation was the mean value of the
attenuation over the frequency range of interest. Third, the
local attenuation was assumed to have some finite frequency
dependence �i.e., 0.5 dB/cm-MHz� independent of the true
attenuation of the medium. The impact of each approxima-
tion of the local attenuation was then assessed by comparing
the resulting scatterer size estimates for each against the size
estimates that were obtained using the correct value of local
attenuation for the same attenuation and degree of focusing.

Of the three estimates of attenuation considered in the
analysis, the third case is of special interest because it is
equivalent to the reference phantom technique that has also
been implemented to correct for focusing �Gerig et al.,
2003�. The reference phantom technique obtains time-gated
signals about the focus from a phantom for use as a reference
spectrum. All changes in the ultrasound field relevant to the
focal region, including local attenuation, are included in the
reference spectrum. Therefore, the technique is equivalent to
assuming a specific frequency-dependent local attenuation
equal to the attenuation of the phantom for all biological
tissues independent of the true attenuation for the tissue.
However, when using the reference phantom technique it is
still critical to correct for total attenuation on a tissue-specific
basis.

II. SIMULATION SETUP

A. Review of scatterer size estimation for focused
sources

The scatterer radius, aeff, is related to the backscattered
power spectrum by �Bigelow and O’Brien, 2004b�

E��Vscat�2� 

�k�4�Vplane����2

Acomp���
F���,aeff� . �1�

Vplane��� is the voltage spectrum that would be returned
from a rigid plane placed at the focal plane in a water bath
and is obtained independently to calibrate the echoes from
the tissue. F��� ,aeff� is the form factor describing the cor-
relation function for the tissue, and the functional form of
the form factor must be assumed before the scatterer size
can be obtained. Acomp��� is a generalized attenuation-
compensation function that corrects for focusing, local at-
tenuation, and total attenuation and is given by �Bigelow

and O’Brien, 2004b�
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Acomp =
e4�totzT

�
−L/2

L/2

dsz�gwin�sz�e4sz
2/wz

2
e�locsz�

. �2�

Assuming that �tot, �loc, and wz are known, the scatterer
size can be determined by finding the value of aeff that
minimizes �Bigelow and O’Brien, 2004b�,

ASD = mean
�

��X��,aeff� − X̄�aeff��2� , �3�

where

X = ln�E��Vscat�2�� − ln�k4�Vplane�2F���,aeff�/Acomp� ,

X̄ = mean
�

�X�f ,aeff�� . �4�

An estimate for E��Vscat�2� is obtained by averaging the am-
plitude of the power spectra from adjacent echoes windowed
in the time domain. The windowing restricts the depth reso-
lution along the beam axis to the current tissue region of

interest. Subtracting by X̄ removes the effects of any multi-
plicative constants allowing for the estimation of scatterer
size independent of the acoustic concentration.

B. Simulation parameters

The impact of different approximations for �loc was
tested by simulating the echoes generated by scatterers with
Gaussian correlation functions �i.e., form factor of
F��f ,aeff�=exp�−0.827�kaeff�2�� randomly positioned in a
homogeneous attenuating half-space. The attenuation of the
half-space was varied from 0.05 to 1 dB/cm-MHz to test the
impact of the approximations for different attenuation values.
The scatterers were placed at a density of 35/mm3 through-
out the three-dimensional focal region with an aeff of 25 �m.
The sources used in the simulations had a focal length of
5 cm and f numbers of 1, 2, or 4, yielding 0.3, 1.2, and 4.8
scatterers per resolution cell, respectively. However, earlier
simulations demonstrated that the scatterer size estimate was
not strongly dependent on the number of scatterers per reso-
lution cell �Bigelow and O’Brien, 2004b�. The f number was
varied to assess the impact of focusing in conjunction with
the impact of �loc. For all of the sources, the spectrum re-
turned from a plane placed at the focal plane was

�Vplane�f�� 
 �f �2 exp�− 2� f − 8 MHz

6 MHz
	2	 , �5�

yielding kaeff values corresponding to the maximum of the
backscattered power spectrum ranging from 
1.3 to

0.35 depending on the attenuation of the half-space. The
optimal range for kaeff values is between 1.2 and 0.5 �In-
sana and Hall, 1990�.

For each f number and half-space attenuation value,
1000 different random distributions of scatterers were gener-
ated. The resultant echoes from each distribution were then
grouped into sets of 25 waveforms for a total of 40 sets. Each
waveform was then windowed in the time domain �providing
resolution along the beam axis� and Fourier transformed to

obtain the frequency spectrum. The spectra for all 25 wave-
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forms in a set were then averaged to obtain E��Vscat�2� for all
40 sets. Hence, 40 independent estimates of scatterer size
were obtained for each simulated case. After averaging,
E��Vscat�2� needed to be compensated for spectral distortions
�i.e., convolution with the windowing function in the fre-
quency domain� introduced by the windowing. The
convolution-related spectral distortions are different from the
windowing effects compensated by Acomp in Eq. �2�. The
windowing compensation involves approximating E��Vscat�2�
and the Fourier transform of the windowing function as
Gaussian functions. Then, the effect of windowing can be
removed by multiplying the measured backscattered power
spectrum by an appropriate Gaussian transformation �Big-
elow and O’Brien, 2005b�.

C. Impact of different windowing functions

Prior to assessing the impact of the approximations for
�loc, the performance of two different windowing functions,
the Hamming window and the rectangular window, were
compared. A Hamming windowing function had been used
when investigating the Spectral Fit algorithm �Bigelow and
O’Brien, 2005b; Bigelow et al., 2005� while a rectangular
windowing function was used when developing the general-
ized attenuation-compensation function for use with focused
sources �Bigelow and O’Brien, 2004a, b�. The results for
both types of windowing function are shown in Fig. 1 versus
resolution along the beam axis. The half-space attenuation
for these simulations was 1 dB/cm-MHz while �tot, �loc, and
wz were known exactly when applying Acomp. The average
error was found by comparing the average value of all 40
estimates to the true value of aeff. Likewise, the deviation
was found by adding the standard deviations for estimates
above and below the average value �i.e., �alower

+�aupper
� as

FIG. 1. Comparison of rectangular and Hamming windowing functions in
terms of �a� accuracy and �d� precision of aeff estimates for an f /1 trans-
ducer, �b� accuracy and �e� precision of aeff estimates for an f /2 transducer,
and �c� accuracy and �f� precision of aeff estimates for an f /4 transducer for
a half-space attenuation of 1 dB/cm-MHz without any approximations in
the attenuation values.
given by
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�aupper
=

100

�aeff�Theory
��"aeffj	āeff

�aeffj − āeff�2

�"aeffj	āeff
j

,

�6�

�alower
=

100

�aeff�Theory
��"aeffj�āeff

�aeffj − āeff�2

�"aeffj�āeff
j

.

The calculation for the deviations was done using Eq. �6�
because the deviations above the mean are typically different
from the deviations below the mean �Bigelow and O’Brien,
2005a�.

Except for small window lengths ��2 mm�, the rectan-
gular windowing function has better accuracy �smaller aver-
age % error� and better precision �smaller % deviation� than
the Hamming windowing function, especially for the highly
focused sources. The improvement with the rectangular win-
dowing function may be related to the assumptions involved
with the derivation of Acomp �Bigelow and O’Brien, 2004b�
where it was assumed that the windowing function weighted
the influence of the scatterers away from the focus along the
beam axis. However, a complete analysis of the best win-
dowing function is beyond the scope of this paper. Based on
these results, a rectangular windowing function of length
from 2 to 10 mm was selected for the remainder of the simu-
lations.

III. RESULTS

A. Different approximations for �loc

The impact of the different approximations for �loc was
investigated by solving for the scatterer size while using the
approximate value for �loc in the expression for Acomp. The
size estimate from the approximate value for �loc could then
be compared to the size obtained for the correct value of �loc

for the same window length, half-space attenuation, and f
number. Three different approximations for �loc were consid-
ered. First, �loc was neglected by setting it to 0 dB/cm-
MHz in the calculation of Acomp regardless of the true value
of �loc. Second, the frequency dependence of �loc was ne-
glected by setting �loc=mean���loc���� �i.e., constant �loc

without any frequency dependence�. Third, �loc was set to
0.5 dB/cm-MHz regardless of the true attenuation value.

The simulation results for all three variations in �loc are
shown with the results using the correct value of �loc for
window lengths of 3 and 6 mm in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
Once again, the average error was found by comparing the
average value of all 40 estimates to the true value of aeff.
Likewise, the deviation was found by adding the standard
deviations for estimates above and below the average value
�i.e., �alower

+�aupper
� as given by Eq. �6�. For the smaller win-

dow length of 3 mm �Fig. 2�, the average errors in the size
estimates �Figs. 2�a� and 2�c�� are all less than 5% except
when the frequency dependence of �loc was neglected �i.e.,
assumed �loc=mean���loc����� for the f /1 transducer shown
in Fig. 2�a�. Similarly, the precision of the estimates for the
different �loc approximations �Figs. 2�d�–2�f�� is the same as

the precision of the estimates when �loc is known exactly
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�denoted as Acomp in the figures�. Hence, for small window
lengths, the value used for �loc does not affect the estimate of
scatterer size.

For the larger window length of 6 mm �Fig. 3�, there is
a clear increase in the average errors in the size estimates as
the true value of �loc is increased for the f /2 and f /4 source.
Hence, errors when approximating �loc have a greater impact
as the value of local attenuation increases. Except for when
the frequency dependence of �loc is neglected �i.e., assumed
�loc=mean���loc�����, the average errors resulting from the

FIG. 2. Comparison between scatterer size estimates obtained when the
local attenuation is known exactly �denoted Acomp�, the local attenuation is
neglected �denoted 0 dB/cm-MHz�, the frequency dependence of the local
attenuation is neglected �denoted constant �loc�, and the local attenuation is
approximated by a tissue-independent value of 0.5 dB/cm-MHz in terms of
�a� accuracy and �d� precision of aeff estimates for an f /1 transducer, �b�
accuracy and �e� precision of aeff estimates for an f /2 transducer, and �c�
accuracy and �f� precision of aeff estimates for an f /4 transducer for a
window length of 3 mm.

FIG. 3. Comparison between scatterer size estimates obtained when the
local attenuation is known exactly �denoted Acomp�, the local attenuation is
neglected �denoted 0 dB/cm-MHz�, the frequency dependence of the local
attenuation is neglected �denoted constant �loc�, and the local attenuation is
approximated by a tissue-independent value of 0.5 dB/cm-MHz in terms of
�a� accuracy and �d� precision of aeff estimates for an f /1 transducer, �b�
accuracy and �e� precision of aeff estimates for an f /2 transducer, and �c�
accuracy and �f� precision of aeff estimates for an f /4 transducer for a

window length of 6 mm.
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approximations also decrease as the f number decreases �i.e.,

5% for f /1, 
10% for f /2, 
20% for f /4 for an �loc of
1 dB/cm-MHz�. Hence, the size estimates for the f /1 and
f /2 sources exhibit a smaller dependence on the �loc ap-
proximations. For the different approximations of �loc, the
errors are largest when the frequency dependence of �loc is
neglected �i.e., assumed �loc=mean���loc�����, and the next
largest errors occur when �loc is completely ignored �i.e.,
�loc=0 dB/cm-MHz�. However, for the strongly focused
sources, the errors when the frequency dependence of �loc is
neglected are much larger than the other errors while for the
weakly focused sources all of the errors are comparable, in-
dicating something different is happening for the weaker fo-
cused source. A tissue-independent attenuation value of
0.5 dB/cm-MHz gives the smallest errors for all of the true
�loc values and transducer f numbers.

The improved accuracy of the tissue-independent attenu-
ation value and smaller f numbers can also be illustrated by
the simulation results shown in Fig. 4 for a true �loc value of
1 dB/cm-MHz for the different window lengths. Once again,
the tissue-independent attenuation value of 0.5 dB/cm-
MHz gives the smallest errors when compared to the esti-
mates obtained with the other approximations �i.e., �loc

=mean���loc���� or �loc=0 dB/cm-MHz�. Also, the esti-
mates obtained with the strongly focused sources are consid-
erably better than the estimates obtained with the weaker
focused source when �loc is approximated except when the
frequency dependence of �loc is neglected, once again indi-
cating that the source of error for weakly focused sources
may be different than the source of error for the strongly
focused sources. However, regardless of the desired resolu-
tion and true �loc value, when approximating �loc, using a
strongly focused source and setting �loc to 0.5 dB/cm-MHz
in the attenuation-compensation calculation results in the

FIG. 4. Comparison between scatterer size estimates obtained when the
local attenuation is known exactly �denoted Acomp�, the local attenuation is
neglected �denoted 0 dB/cm-MHz�, the frequency dependence of the local
attenuation is neglected �denoted constant �loc�, and the local attenuation is
approximated by a tissue-independent value of 0.5 dB/cm-MHz in terms of
�a� accuracy and �d� precision of aeff estimates for an f /1 transducer, �b�
accuracy and �e� precision of aeff estimates for an f /2 transducer, and �c�
accuracy and �f� precision of aeff estimates for an f /4 transducer for a
half-space attenuation of 1.0 dB/cm-MHz.
most accurate estimates.
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B. Variations in tissue-independent attenuation value

Although setting �loc to 0.5 dB/cm-MHz was shown to
give the most accurate estimates in the initial simulations
when approximating the �loc value, other values of tissue-
independent attenuation might further improve the accuracy
of the estimates. In this set of simulations, six different val-
ues for the tissue-independent attenuation were compared by
finding the accuracy of the size estimates for true �loc values
from 0.05 to 1 dB/cm-MHz, window lengths from
2 to 10 mm, and f numbers of 1, 2, and 4. The values se-
lected for the tissue-independent attenuation were 0.5, 0.6,
0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1 dB/cm-MHz. For these simulations, the
variation in the accuracy was of interest so the 40 estimates
were averaged in sets of ten estimates, each yielding four
values for the average error of the size estimates.

The results for a window length of 6 mm for all of the
different true �loc values are shown in Fig. 5. The points
correspond to the average percentage error of the four accu-
racy values while the error bars show the largest and smallest
percentage errors of the four values. Once again, the most
accurate estimates when �loc is approximated are obtained
for the smaller f-number transducers. However, the best
value for the tissue-independent attenuation depends on the
true �loc value. Larger tissue-independent attenuation values
give more accurate estimates when the true value of �loc is
large, while the smaller values for the tissue-independent at-
tenuation give better estimates when the true value of �loc is
small. The smallest error in the estimates is obtained when
the true value of �loc is the same as the selected tissue-
independent attenuation. Unfortunately, it is impossible to
select an attenuation value that is always identical to the
attenuation value of tissue due to biological variability.

To determine the best choice for the tissue-independent
attenuation value when approximating �loc, the maximum of
the average errors over all values of �loc �i.e.,
0.05 to 1 dB/cm-MHz� is plotted versus window length in
Fig. 6. The 40 estimates were still averaged in sets of ten to
yield four values for the accuracy for each window length,

FIG. 5. Comparison of the accuracy of scatterer size estimates obtained
when the local attenuation is approximated by a tissue-independent attenu-
ation value of 0.5 to 1 dB/cm-MHz �denoted in legend� for an �a� f /1 trans-
ducer, �b� f /2 transducer, and �c� f /4 transducer for a window length of
6 mm.
tissue-independent attenuation value, and value of �loc.

w and W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Impact of local attenuation approximations



Therefore, four values of the maximum of the average errors
over all values of �loc were obtained for each window length
and tissue-independent attenuation value. The points in Fig.
6 correspond to the average of these four values while the
error bars give the maximum and minimum.

For the f /1 and f /2 transducers �Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�,
respectively�, all of the tissue-independent attenuation values
give comparable error values with the possibility of subtle
improvement for tissue-independent attenuation values of
0.7 to 1 dB/cm-MHz at larger window lengths. For the f /4
transducer �Fig. 6�c��, a tissue-independent attenuation value
of 0.8 dB/cm-MHz gives consistently lower error values.
Hence, 0.8 dB/cm-MHz would be the best choice for the
tissue-independent attenuation when the biological variabil-
ity is between 0.05 and 1 dB/cm-MHz. Notice that the best
tissue-independent attenuation value is not in the middle of
the range of the true �loc values �i.e., not 
0.5 dB/cm-
MHz�. This is probably due to the increased importance of
errors in local attenuation at larger local attenuation values as
was observed in Fig. 3.

C. Theoretical analysis of local attenuation
approximations

The dependence of the error in the scatterer size estimate
on approximations of the local attenuation value can also be
analyzed by a theoretical analysis of the generalized
attenuation-compensation function. For rectangular window-
ing functions, the influence of local attenuation on the
estimate of the scatterer size is compensated by

�−L/2
L/2 dsz�e−4sz

2/wz
2
e4�locsz�. Because the performance of the

strongly focused f /1 and f /2 sources in the simulations dif-
fered significantly from the performance for the f /4 source,
an approximation for this integral was found for both highly
focused and weakly focused sources.

First consider the limiting case when the length of the
windowing function, L, is much greater than wz as would be
approximately true for the strongly focused f /1 and f /2

FIG. 6. Maximum average % error for the true �loc values of
0.05 to 1 dB/cm-MHz when the local attenuation is approximated by a
tissue-independent attenuation value of 0.5 to 1 dB/cm-MHz �denoted in
legend� for an �a� f /1, �b� f /2, and �c� f /4 transducer.
sources. The integral would then be given by
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�
−L/2

L/2

dsz
�e

4sz
2

wz
2 e4�locsz	 

wz
��

2
e�loc

2 wz
2

=
wz

��

2
e���loc

2 �true+�2���loc�true+��2�wz
2
,

�7�

where �� is the error introduced by the approximation for
�loc. However, in order to impact scatterer size, �� must
change the frequency dependence of the backscattered
spectrum. Therefore, ��2�loc�true��+��2�wz

2 would need to
have a dependence on frequency. Because wz in the simu-
lations and real tissue is approximately proportional to
wavelength �Bigelow and O’Brien, 2004a, b�, as long as
�� and ��loc�true are approximately proportional to fre-
quency, the approximation would not impact the scatterer
size estimate regardless of the difference between the as-
sumed and true local attenuation value. This explains why
the f /1 and f /2 sources yielded small errors in the scat-
terer size regardless of the approximation except when the
approximation neglected the frequency dependence of the
attenuation.

Now consider the limiting case when the windowing
function, L, is much smaller than wz as would be a rough
approximation for the f /4 source. Under this limit, the inte-
gral would be given by

�
−L/2

L/2

dsz�e−4sz
2/wz

2
e4�locsz�  �

−L/2

L/2

dsz�e4�locsz�

=
e4�locL/2 − e−4�locL/2

4�loc

=
1

2�loc
sinh�2�locL� . �8�

Because 2�locL1, Eq. �8� can be further simplified to
yield

1

2�loc
sinh�2�locL�  L�1 +

�2�locL�2

6
	 . �9�

Therefore, the error in the scatterer size estimate due to the
approximation for �loc would be on the order of
L22 /3��2�loc�true��+��2�, which equals L22 /3��ref

− ��loc�true����ref+�loc�true� when written in terms of the
tissue-independent attenuation value �ref. Notice that this
term increases as the true value of local attenuation and
window length increase for the same �� as was also ob-
served for the error in the size estimates in the computer
simulations. The error term Cmse��ref− ��loc�true����ref

+�loc�true� for a �ref of 0.7 dB/cm-MHz is also plotted with
the corresponding curve from Fig. 5�c� in Fig. 7. Cmse is a
scaling constant used to plot the curves on the same scale
and was found by minimizing the mean squared error be-
tween the two curves. There is reasonable agreement be-
tween the theoretical error term and the simulated error
curve except at higher attenuation values where the simu-
lation error is larger than expected from the theory.

Assuming that the error due to the approximations for
2
�loc is approximately described by L 2/3��ref− ��loc�true�
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���ref+�loc�true�, it is possible to calculate the best value for
�ref given a range of expected ��loc�true values. A plot of the
max"��loc�true

���ref− ��loc�true����ref+�loc�true�� vs. �ref is shown
in Fig. 8 for ��loc�true values between 0.05 and 1 dB/cm
-MHz. The plot consists of the intersection of two curves
with the minimum value of max"��loc�true

���ref− ��loc�true����ref

+�loc�true�� occurring at the intersection. The curve with
the negative slope corresponds to when the maximum
error is due to large ��loc�true values �i.e., max"��loc�true
���ref− ��loc�true����ref+�loc�true��= ��high

2 −�ref
2 � where �high

	�ref�, while the curve with the positive slope corres-
ponds to when the maximum error is due to a small ��loc�true

values �i.e., max"��loc�true
���ref− ��loc�true����ref+�loc�true��

= ��ref
2 −�low

2 � where �low��ref�. �high and �low correspond to
the largest and smallest values of local attenuation possible

FIG. 7. Comparison between theoretical error term, Cmse����ref

−�loc�true����ref+�loc�true��, and the accuracy of scatterer size estimates ob-
tained when the local attenuation is approximated by a tissue-independent
attenuation value of 0.7 dB/cm-MHz for an f /4 transducer for a window
length of 6 mm.

FIG. 8. Value of max� " �loc�true
����ref−�loc�true����ref+�loc�true�� for �loc values

of 0.05 to 1 dB/cm-MHz when the local attenuation is approximated by a

tissue-independent attenuation value, �ref.
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for a tissue region of interest, respectively. Because the mini-
mum theoretical error value corresponds to the intersection,
the minimum error should occur when

��high
2 − �ref

2 � = ��ref
2 − �low

2 � Þ �ref =��high
2 + �low

2

2
.

�10�

For the simulations presented in this paper, Eq. �10�
would yield an optimal tissue-independent attenuation value
of 0.71 dB/cm-MHz, which is slightly smaller than the op-
timal value of 0.8 dB/cm-MHz that was observed in Fig. 6.
The small difference can be attributed to the theoretical error
term being smaller than the real error value for the higher
attenuation values as was observed in Fig. 7. Because the
error due to the higher attenuation values will decrease as the
tissue-independent attenuation value increases, it is reason-
able to expect that the optimal tissue-independent attenuation
value should be slightly larger than the value given by Eq.
�10�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Although it is well known that correcting for the
frequency-dependent attenuation both along the propagation
path �total attenuation� and in the scattering region �local
attenuation� is critical when estimating the correlation length
of tissue microstructure, the impact of approximations of the
local attenuation on the estimate has not been addressed. In
this investigation, three different types of approximations for
the local attenuation were assessed using computer simula-
tions and theoretical analysis. First, the local attenuation was
completely neglected �i.e., �loc=0 dB/cm-MHz regardless of
the true attenuation value�. Second, the frequency depen-
dence of the local attenuation was neglected �i.e., �loc

=mean���loc�����. Third, the local attenuation was approxi-
mated by a tissue-independent attenuation value �i.e., �loc

=0.5 dB/cm-MHz regardless of the true attenuation value�.
Errors in the scatterer size estimate due to the approxima-
tions were shown to increase with increasing window length,
increasing true local attenuation, and increasing f number
provided that the frequency dependence of the attenuation
was not ignored. The most robust estimates were obtained
when the local attenuation was approximated by a tissue-
independent attenuation value.

After demonstrating that the tissue-independent attenua-
tion yielded the best results when the local attenuation was
being approximated, the optimal choice for the tissue-
independent attenuation was determined using computer
simulations and theoretical calculations. In the computer
simulations, six different reference attenuation values �0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1 dB/cm-MHz� were compared for
true attenuation values ranging from 0.5 to 1 dB/cm-MHz.
The largest error over all of the true local attenuation values
for each value of the tissue-independent attenuation was then
used to quantify the performance of each tissue-independent
attenuation value. The calculations and simulations showed
that the optimal value for the tissue-independent attenuation
was slightly larger than ���high

2 +�low
2 � /2 where �high and
�low correspond to the largest and smallest values of local
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attenuation expected for a tissue region of interest, respec-
tively. The optimal tissue-independent attenuation value be-
ing slightly larger than ���high

2 +�low
2 � /2 results from the cur-

rent theory not adequately capturing the error performance at
higher attenuation values. However, ���high

2 +�low
2 � /2 still

serves as a good choice for the tissue-independent attenua-
tion value, especially when operating at smaller window
lengths and/or using strongly focused sources.
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